Activation of protein kinase C alpha by lipid mixtures containing different proportions of diacylglycerols.
Lipid activation of protein kinase C alpha (PKC alpha) was studied using a model mixture containing POPC/POPS (molar ratio 4:1) and different proportions of either DPG or POG. The lipid mixtures containing DPG were physically characterized by using different physical techniques, and a phase diagram was constructed by keeping a constant POPC/POPS molar ratio of 4:1 and changing the concentration of 1,2-DPG. The phase diagram displayed three regions delimited by two compounds: compound 1 (CO(1)) with 35 mol % of 1,2-DPG and compound 2 (CO(2)) with 65 mol % of 1,2-DPG. PKC alpha activity was assayed at increasing concentrations of 1,2-DPG, maximum activity being reached at 30 mol % 1,2-DPG, which decreased at higher concentrations. Maximum activity occurred, then, at concentrations of 1,2-DPG which corresponded to the transition from region 1 to region 2 of the phase diagram. It was interesting that this protein was maximally bound to the membrane at all DPG concentrations. Similar results were observed when the enzyme was activated by POG, when a maximum was reached at about 10 mol %. This remained practically constant up to 50 mol %, about which it decreased, the binding level remaining maximal and constant at all POG concentrations. The fact that in the assay conditions used maximal binding was already reached even in the absence of diacylglycerol was attributed to the interaction of the C2 domain with the POPS present in the membrane through the Ca(2+) ions also present. To confirm this, the isolated C2 domain was used, and it was also found to be maximally bound at all DPG concentrations and even in its absence. Since the intriguing interaction patterns observed seemed to be due then to the C1 domain, the PKC alpha mutant D246/248N was used. This mutant has a decreased Ca(2+)-binding capacity through the C2 domain and was not activated nor bound to membranes by increasing concentrations of DPG. However, POG was able to activate the mutant, which showed a similar dependence on POG concentration with respect to activity and binding to membranes. These data underline the importance of unsaturation in one of the fatty acyl chains of the diacylglycerol.